STREIFENMERGE
STRIP BELT MERGE

SBM 119

QUICK LIKE A ZEBRA

PRODUCT FEATURES
 igh level of operational safety through
H
the strip design

From 0 to 3.0 metres per second. The m06 Strip Belt Merge »SBM« puts baggage on the right track like no other.
It is exactly this construction – the design as an adjoining
merge point – that can provide the fundamental advantage of operational safety. In the case of one strip being
damaged, the system continues to work flawlessly. In connection with a belt deflector, the merge can also be used
to transfer baggage with different angles.

 xtremely short construction lengths possiE
ble
 ery low construction height
V
(approx. 130 mm)
Cyclic operation possible
» EIS system«: rapid assembly due to
simple modular system, perfectly
optimised for transportation
Energy-efficient and economic design

FIELDS OF USE
Airport Solutions:
 eeding baggage onto conveyor
F
lines at different angles
 eeding baggage onto sorters at
F
different angles
 istributing baggage in connection with
D
a belt deflector at different angles
Intralogistic Solutions:
Sorting systems in the post
and parcel sector

Schrägeinschleuser
(Merge)

inschleuser wird verwendet um Gepäckstücke in eine Förderlinie einzuschleusen, wie
e dargestellt.
TECHNICAL

DATA

Conveyor speed
Angles
Belt width
Baggage weight

up to 3 m/s
30°, 45°, 60°
up to 1,500 mm
up to 75 kg

e

e eines Pushers oder Diverters kann der Schrägeinschleuser auch dazu verwendet
päckstücke aus einer Förderlinie auszuschleusen
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FULL SERVICE BY MOTION06
motion06 gmbh
5211 Lengau · Austria
Gewerbegebiet Süd
Gewerbestraße 28
phone +43.7746.20300
fax
+43.7746.20300.20
office@motion06.at
www.motion06.at

motion06 develops, builds and installs the most intelligent conveyor systems for airports, intralogistics and industry. The foundations of
our company are the highest quality standards, individual concepts and
complete solutions, together with continual further development. Every
one of our products stands for well thought-out, sophisticated technology, precision and intelligent simplicity. We consider project safety and
speed in the implementation to be par for the course. Worldwide.

